
Abstract 

Social innovation cannot be a purposeless endeavour. It seeks to set framework conditions for develop-
ment and to create new paths for growth. That is why, social innovation is to be judged by its results. It is
the aim of this article to underline the importance of social innovation and to study its presence in two dif-
ferent temporal and geographical settings: Great Britain in the context of the Industrial Revolution and China
in the context of structural reforms initiated around 30 years ago. These two cases indicate that social inno-
vation may provide a possible answer to Adam Smith’s inquiry into how wealth is accumulated: the wealth
of nations is ultimately the wealth of ideas. 
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Abstract 

A growing body of evidence suggests there is a positive relationship between social capital and economic
development. Elements of social capital, such as generalized trust, provide a basis for reciprocity necessary
for a market-based economic system. In this article, we evaluate components of social capital and other polit-
ical culture attributes among Romanian migrant workers who have returned to their country, as well as labor
migrant household members. Using pooled data from an eight-year period, we find that migrant workers
and members of their households tend to have less pro-democratic values than the general population although
they tend to be more participatory citizens. The exception to this is among émigrés who returned in the 1990’s
suggesting that negative attitudes turn positive after resettlement in the community. We conclude that return-
ing migrants do not offer a significant source of social capital to Romania. The finding tempers those who
optimistically await the return of the many Romanian migrants. However, the long-term impact of return-
ing migrants might show more desirable results.
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Abstract 

Romania is the site of one of Eastern Europe and Central Asia’s worst tuberculosis (TB) epidemics. Accord-
ing to the most recent statistics Romania has an approximate prevalence 128 cases per 100,000 people, far
above most area countries (1). This paper will examine TB in Romania from an anthropological point of
view taking into account historical, economic and social factors. Far from simply a biological entity with an
antibiotic cure, TB is widely recognized as a “social disease” and a “disease of poverty”. This tendency has
led to a resurgence of the disease in many parts of the world, as well as its persistence in even the richest
countries in the world. This paper draws on four months of research conducted in Romania during the sum-
mers of 2006 and 2008 but is preliminary in nature. I will provide an overview of TB in Romania paying
special attention to the disease’s connection to poverty. It does not seek to offer complete explanations or
solutions but rather to highlight the need for additional research on TB in Romania and the importance of
holistic approach addressing the social and economic problems which complicate treatment and exacerbate
the disease.
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Résumé 

Le problème que nous approchons porte sur l’importance de la communication et des dis-
positifs médiatiques nouveaux dans les stratégies de reconstruction identitaire. Le problème
de l’image est aussi devenu vitale pour les cultures nationales, qui doivent apprendre à con-
struire leur propre image favorable au sein de l’espace communicationnel global. L’identité
d’une culture dépend aujourd’hui, d’une manière décisive, de l’image qu’elle se construit elle-
même dans l’espace d’autres cultures. Pour s’imposer, d’une manière concurrentielle, sur le
marché des biens symboliques, des créations et valeurs qui définissent l’identité d’une cul-
ture, il faut qu’elles deviennent visibles, reconnues et appréciées par un cercle de plus en plus
vaste de récepteurs. 

En tenant compte du contexte actuel, j’ai proposé un schéma logique pour mieux com-
prendre les rapports complexes entre cultures. Son pivot est l’idée de valeur, qui s’appuie sur
la distinction entre quatre niveaux de référence: anthropologique, historique, axiologique et
communicationnel. Le plan anthropologique ne contient pas de critères axiologiques, mais
le plan historique met toujours en question le rapport problématique entre universalité axi-
ologique (potentielle) et l’universalité communicationnelle (réelle). La Roumanie est un cas
instructif en ce sens. Récemment intégrée dans l’Union Européenne, elle se confronte avec
le handicap d’une image négative. L’une des causes est la promotion insuffisante de ses valeurs
culturelles dans l’espace communicationnel et médiatique.
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Résumé

Cette étude tente de mettre en évidence le «contexte contractuel» comme cadre de construction interac-
tive qui s’interpose entre le visiteur/utilisateur et le site web dans la phénoménologie de l’interprétation du
signe multimédia. Notre objectif est de mettre à l’épreuve l’hypothèse scénistique selon laquelle la produc-
tion de sens dans l’expérience spécifique à la pratique des sites web est incontrôlable car le caractère inter-
actif du signe multimédia est conditionné par l’articulation des «règles» qui ne sont, finalement, qu’autant
de lieux d’interprétation.

Mots-clés: interprétation, signe multimédia, sites web. 
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Abstract 

One of the main outcomes of globalization is the emergence of global brands. Such brands are virtually
recognizable in multiple cultures, although it is very difficult to predict if the meanings associated with a
brand are to be quasi-identical in different cultural spaces of the world. Different advertising strategies, on
the one hand, and culturally associated values on the other hand influence the way people decode brands,
as specific advertising signs. 

This article discusses the possibility of quantitative and qualitative research in advertsphere research (the
semiotic space outside which no decoding of advertising sign is possible), given the epistemological assump-
tions beneath the concept of advertsphere and suggests the main directions to follow in an attempt to study
advertising signs’ meaning in different cultures. This kind of cross-cultural analysis is subject to several cha-
llenges, such as understanding the social dimensions of advertising signs, acknowledging the role played by
the country of origin of different brands, dealing with local adaptation of a global concept etc, but above all
is challenged by the choice of a method of inquiry. The main purpose of this article is to discuss this parti-
cular methodological challenge and to situate the cultural semiotic research in perspective for future inquiry.
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Résumé

En parlant du rôle efficient de la métaphore dans la connaissance du monde et dans la communication
sur le monde, nous nous référons dans cet article au processus que nous définirons comme «médiation
métaphorique» et par lequel nous comprendrons, dans les grandes lignes, l’ensemble des modalités par
lesquelles une communauté de parleurs institue un monde, le connaît, y communique et, en même temps, le
change en fonction de ses intérêts. En fait, notre proposition porte sur une compréhension des mécanismes
concrets par lesquels les métaphores apparaissent et arrivent à être homologuées par l’usage linguistique, en
finissant par être employées de manière efficiente en tant qu’instruments de communication, de médiation
et d’instauration du monde des parleurs.

Mots-clés: communication, langage, médiations, métaphorisations, pratiques culturelles.
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Abstract 

The sharp downturn in the U.S. economy and the collapse of the economic model for media industries in
the country had dramatic impact on the job market for communication workers in 2008-2009. Evidence exits
that work has shifted away from organizational settings and become more individualized and that a type of
deprofessionalization of the communication occupations is underway. Any such deprofessionalization of an occu-
pation necessarily raises questions about the necessity for and components of educational training for entry to
the occupation. Those questions are the central topic of this paper, which argues that curricula need to be refor-
mulated and the role of the educational institutional institutions need to be reexamined.

Key words: Professionalization, deprofessionalization, communication education, news routines,
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Abstract

The importance of the mentoring relationship to the professional and career development of graduate
students has been well documented. Research across academic disciplines suggests that mentoring has pro-
fessional and personal benefits for both the mentor and the protégé. Yet, all graduate students are not men-
tored and many academics do not mentor graduate students. In this paper, mentoring is defined and reasons
for the lack of mentoring are explored as well as steps that could resolve potential barriers for mentoring. A
review of recent research on the mentoring relationship for graduate students provides ample evidence of
the benefits of mentoring for all involved. A model for academic institutions is proposed that delineates respon-
sibilities for the faculty member, the academic department and the graduate student in the mentoring process.

Key words: mentoring, carreer development, graduate students.
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Abstract

According to Investment Business Weekly (Kauffman Foundation… 2008) entrepreneurs will become
the vital force that will revive the US as well as stabilize the global economy. However, entrepreneurs are
not made they are formed through experiences such as an experiential experience in the university setting
(Tan and Ng, 2006). As a result of this, Entrepreneurship education has been adopted in universities such as
California State University San Bernardino that has ranked in the top five since its inception 4 years ago.
Experiential methods such as cases, client projects where students develop marketing and/or advertising or
marketing research projects and plans, and client competitions have been common in the US for some time.
As opposed to the US, universities have been limited in experiential pedagogy in other countries around the
world. Entrepreneurial education has been introduced in Romanian universities in the early ‘90s and has deve-
loped more through experiential learning pedagogy than pure entrepreneurial education. The paper discusses
entrepreneurial education in the US and Romania in a contrastive approach in the case of two universities:
the California State University San Bernardino and the Al. I. Cuza University of Iasi. 

Key words: pedagogy, experiential learning, business education, entrepreneurship, informational interview.
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Abstract 

The paper focuses on several directions that manifest at a global level in the area of internationalization
of higher education, together with their associated phenomena and specific activities, as they arise from a
comparative analysis of the higher education systems in the states with the most important developments in
the field. The analysis focuses on the way the mobility of students, faculty and institutions along with the
use of information and communication technologies to influence the offer and demand of higher education
services on the global market.

Key words: higher education, internationalization, mobility, ICT, global trends.
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to present some results of our research concerning tacit knowledge as a valu-
able intellectual capital potential, and how we can enhance its potential through education. Tacit knowledge
is a rather fuzzy concept developed especially in the last years in connection with knowledge management
and intellectual capital fields of research. Tacit knowledge represents personal knowledge obtained as a result
of the direct interaction between individuals and their environment, which in time becomes experience. It con-
tains also intuitions, feelings, hunches, talent and many other forms of knowledge which are non-rational.
Tacit knowledge represents an excellent reservoir of intangible resources from which we can develop inno-
vation capabilities if we create an adequate learning environment through education.

Key words: education, explicit knowledge, experience, tacit knowledge. 
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Abstract

As a mass media, TV became very important. We propose to analyze the principles of French television
and the missions of public service in its policy of globalisation. We thus study economic logics and the sche-
dules of the public channels. Recently, this operation changed with the law about the reform of the audio-
visual public in January 2008. 

Key words: communication, public television.
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Abstract

In the contemporary economic situation business clients are looking for effectiveness in reaching their
target groups in less expensive ways trough advertising. Online advertising seems to be one of these ways.
It is not just the economic argument that is decisive for choosing this type of promoting but the entire deve-
lopment of the consumer habits of the public in the last period. One of the assumptions of the paper is that
the development of the online sector in a creative way, by using new technologies can be a solution for get-
ting out of the crisis.

The article starts with the data presentation about the current development of the advertising market in
Romania with focus on the online sector in order to have a general perspective. We succeed in presenting
the tools of online advertising that are used nowadays. In addition to the economic data, the fervency of
cross-media messages pointing on internet advertising is a sign of the importance of the online sector for
the development of advertising. A content analysis of the television program of Antena 1 for seven weeks
proved that the majority of TV ads that were broadcast had information about the products’ websites.

One cannot speak about the importance of online advertising without taking into consideration the opi-
nion of those who develop and produce online advertising. In order to research the perception of advertis-
ers regarding online advertising we have conducted a number of twenty in-depth-interviews with professionals
working in different positions in advertising agencies in Romania. 

Key words: advertising, Internet, creativity, innovation. 
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Abstract 

Between 6th and 9th of April 2009, Kerry Kennedy, president of Robert F. Kennedy Foundation of Europe,
visited Romania to launch the international project “Speak Truth to Power”. The project in Romania included
the book “Speak Truth to Power. Human Rights defenders who are changing our world”, a photo exhibit of
the Pulitzer prize-winner Eddie Adams, a theatre play, a symposium dedicated to human rights issues and
an educational curriculum for high schools students. The project started when the first edition of the book
was launched in the USA. It soon became an international project with photo exhibits in Europe, Middle
East, North America and Africa, with the educational curriculum issued in an Asian, a Liberian and a Span-
ish version and premieres of the play all over the world. The paper will present the Romanian public rela-
tions campaign developed to promote the project and analyze the strategies and techniques of successful
campaigns that get extensive media coverage with articles and interviews in written and online media, TV
live interviews and footages. It will also focus on the dos and donts of developing an international campaign
and discuss several aspects of international public relations campaigns from a comparative perspective. 

Key words: international public relations, campaigns, human rights, educational projects, Romania.
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Résumé

Les travaux sur le journalisme mettent en avant le manque d’institutionnalisation et de cadrage de l’ex-
ercice professionnel. Sur un terrain restreint d’étude, la dimension indéterminée de la profession génère sou-
ffrance et isolement. Elle aboutit également à l’élaboration d’outils conceptuels et pratiques axiologiquement
situés par lesquels les journalistes donnent sens et opérationnalité à leur métier.
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